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Message of the CEO

It has been already five years since I joined the Company. I wanted
to share with you the sense of achievement I feel when I look back
at how the Company has changed over these years.
The milestones are too many to mention, but center stage are our
new product launches, market share gains across all the three weft
insertion technologies (N.B. Itema is the only brand that offers the
top three technologies for weft insertion: rapier, airjet and projectile), and the far-reaching Company turnaround.
We have completely re-designed our production by implementing
Lean Manufacturing across all our sites. We have invested nonstop in innovation and automation. Our innovation hub, the ItemaLab, was awarded the 2016 Italian Mechatronics Award for the advanced research efforts and the progress towards the “loom of the
future” project. We streamlined our product portfolio, every year
launching new weaving machines as a result of more innovations
and less time-to-market. In fact, our new “entries” have consistently made history with overwhelming market acceptance and high
rates of repeat orders.

www.itemagroup.com

The whirlwind growing acceptance of our technology is proof that
innovation, coupled with strong know-how, does pay back. We remain focused not only on meeting and exceeding weavers’ needs,
but on going beyond, anticipating future market requirements. With
our shareholders’ full-fledged support, we continue to concentrate our extensive twin-R&D department efforts on offering better,
smarter, faster solutions, increased performances, reduced consumption and enhanced user-friendliness.
And this year especially, as in 2017 we celebrated the important
landmark of the 50th anniversary of our first rapier loom, we aim
even higher, to be closer than ever to you, celebrating our past and
building together our future.

Ing. Carlo Rogora
Itema Group CEO
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ItemaCampus,
the Itema way to approach trainings

Itema HQ training facilities now offer a modern
and fully functional space called ItemaCampus
No matter how easy to use and intuitive the latest-generation
equipment, training remains a key element when it comes to getting the most out of your looms. Although the near future points
towards ever-more-self-adjusting, artificial-intelligence-powered
Industry 4.0 advanced weaving machinery, we still believe that the
human factor remains as important as ever in ensuring the maximum performances from your weaving equipment.
This is why, Itema strongly encourages Customers to schedule
dedicated and tailor-made training courses for key weaving personnel at our new ItemaCampus facilities, which opened doors in
June 2015. Hands-on training for the key product groups, including Rapier R9500, Rapier R9500terry and Airjet A9500, to mention
just a few, takes place here under the careful supervision of highly
trained personnel, textile engineers and technologists from across
the Itema Group.
The Customer feedback has been extremely positive, and our
Product Care and Service team are already working hard at bringing ItemaCampus quality of courses for the benefit of every Itema
Customer.
Red Dot News - Spring 2017

www.itemagroup.com
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ItemaCampus Lahore
On October 4th, 2017, Itema opened the doors of our brandnew, state-of-the-art training center - ItemaCampus - in Lahore,
Pakistan.
During the Grand Opening ceremony at which over 100 representatives of the elite of the Pakistan textile industry attended,
along with high-level dignitaries, Itema in close collaboration with
Noon International - the sole and exclusive sales and after-sales
agent for Itema’s advanced weaving machinery in Pakistan unveiled the ItemaCampus, along with the innovative airjet and
rapier technology installed on the premises for the benefit of the
growing base of Customers, as well as students and interested
stakeholders.
In the presence of Chief Guests Mr Aamir Fayyaz Sheikh, Chairman of the All-Pakistan Textile Mills Association and CEO of
Kohinoor Mills and His Excellency the Italian Ambassador to
Pakistan, Mr Stefano Pontecorvo, the Itema Group HQ delegates, including the Group Sales & Marketing Director, Mr Christian Straubhaar, Mr Franco Brambilla, the Head of Sales responsible for Pakistan, together with the team of Itema and Noon sales,
after-sales and marketing personnel presented the latest market
trends, the innovative and unique features of Itema technology, as
well as the actual looms which were the real stars of the Opening
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ceremony, sparking great curiosity among Mill owners and management in attendance.
Mr Christian Straubhaar, Group Sales & Marketing Director of Itema
Group said at the Opening ceremony: “We are celebrating a new
milestone for our Company in Pakistan, one of the most strategically important markets for Itema and a country with a strong potential
for continued growth. The concept of the Campus is to bring Itema
to Pakistan because we believe that a physical presence in a country is essential in order to create a dynamic and positive environment for business. We want to bring Itema closer to our Customers
and the ItemaCampus training center is our strong commitment
to the Pakistani textile industry, which we are ready to serve with
our best-in-class, innovative weaving machinery to enable Pakistani
Mills to produce highest quality fabrics and achieve maximum success on the worldwide market.”
“We are very proud to launch our new training center, following in
the footsteps of the original ItemaCampus in Italy, inaugurated in
2015. We want all our Customers to feel welcome and to experience first-hand the prowess and technological superiority of Itema
weaving machinery range in an open and modern space with a
‘campus’ feel,“ added Mr Straubhaar.

www.itemagroup.com
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Itema Training Portal
Closer to Customers
“No matter how easy to use and intuitive the latest-generation
weaving equipment from Itema, training remains a key element
when it comes to getting the most out of your looms,” continued
Mr Straubhaar. “This is why Itema strongly encourages Customers
to take full advantage of this facility and schedule dedicated training courses for key weaving personnel at our new, fully-functional
and ergonomic ItemaCampus facilities.
Hands-on training for the latest Itema Rapier R9500 and Airjet
A9500 series looms, as well as the Projectile P7300HP V8 and
the R9500terry looms currently takes place at various Itema locations around the world, including the original ItemaCampus at the
Corporate Headquarters in Colzate, Italy, as well as in a number of
training centers globally, including the following locations:
•

Wollerau, Switzerland

•

Shanghai, China

•

Coimbatore, India

•

Ibaraki, Japan

•

Spartanburg, USA.

Itema has a brand-new Training Portal, which is now live online as
part of our website to enhance our Customers’ Experience.
It is now possible for you to view and choose the training course of
your interest based on modules available per machine model and
Itema Campus location.
The Customers will also be able to send an online registration request directly from the Portal.
The new section is already published in English and will soon be
available also in other languages of our website.
In the meantime, feel free to experience it for yourself at following
link: http://www.itemagroup.com/en/products/training/

In the meantime,
feel free to experience it
for yourself!

With the opening of the first ItemaCampus in Lahore, Pakistan,
select training courses will now be offered locally, based on Customer interest. Last, but not least, in addition to training at the
above locations, Itema offers professional training courses for operators and maintenance personnel directly at Customer Mills for
maximum convenience and efficiency.

Red Dot News - Autumn 2017

www.itemagroup.com
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Lean Manufacturing
state of mind
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The past four years have meant a major overhaul and
wide-reaching r e-organization activities with the goal to streamline,
optimize and modernize the production facilities of Itema Group
located around the world, from Colzate to Zuchwil to Shanghai,
in full compliance of Lean Manufacturing principles
Itema today is a leaner, meaner version of Itema in the past. All this
is due to the vision, strong will and determination of CEO, Carlo
Rogora, who, shortly upon arrival five years ago, launched a major
program to overhaul the production and logistics flows within the
Company.
Rogora, an experienced turnaround operations executive with a
solid track-record, within a short period of time, built a dedicated task force of “lean” professionals with the mandate to entirely
rethink all the Company’s flows related to production and logistics
processes, to eliminate inefficiencies, in order to bring immediate
benefit to Itema Customers.
The ultimate objective was to increase Itema Group’s ability to
meet Customer needs, ensuring the necessary flexibility, agility and
ability to quickly respond to changes in a highly variable market,
reducing lead time, whilst, at the same time, providing even better
levels of service, quality and cost.
This is how Itema embarked on the arduous journey to streamline
and to optimize the manufacturing facilities around the globe,
from Colzate in Italy to Zuchwil in Switzerland and all the way
to Shanghai in China. Now all Itema plants are real flaghsips of
world-class manufacturing in full compliance of the most stringent
Lean Manufacturing principles.
The “Lean” project initially focused on the Group’s main factory in
Colzate spanning the entire process from Mechanical Machining,
Pre-Assembly, Assembly, and Quality Control. Shortly thereafter,
Lean Production’s implementation activities were rolled out also
within the Shanghai assembly site, with a view to increase the integration and standardization of processes at Group level. Last,
but not least, a dedicated team was put in place and charged with
re-modernization of the ex-Sulzer plant in Zuchwil, Switzerland,
which still today produces the legendary projectile loom, revered
worldwide by real aficionados of this technology.
Efforts across all plants focused first on labor-intensive areas, with
the aim of significantly reducing throughput times, gradually making the switch from a push-type production to a pull-type logic
that ensures that every single step along the way leads to real value
creation within the manufacturing departments.

In order for this to happen, the Company had to rethink its own
internal and external logistic flows, thus involving, in addition to the
Production area, also the Logistics and Purchasing areas.
The activities implemented have focused on the Pre-Assembly
area and were later extended to the Assembly department. In particular, efforts have concentrated on:
•

Value stream mapping of the entire production process

•

“5S” activity (where “5S” stands for a workplace organization
method that uses a list of five Japanese words: seiri, seiton,
seiso, seiketsu and shitsuke, which can be translated from
Japanese as “sort”, “set in order”, “shine”, “standardize” and
“sustain”)

•

Re-layout of sub-groups of pre-assembly

•

Implementation of internal kanban logic (“kanban” is an
inventory system to control the supply chain in order to
achieve Just-In-Time manufacturing)

•

Application of one-piece-flow concept internally to the preassembly job-shops

•

Reviewing the logic of kitting and reorganizing internal logistic
flows to the department.

The Itema Lean Manufacturing project set very challenging goals,
both in terms of lead time, as well as waste reduction and productivity improvements. In parallel with the lean manufacturing process,
major investments in the production plant through tailor-made
CNC equipment were made, further boosting the flexibility, the capacity and the capability of Itema plants.
The results so far speak for themselves, with more than doubling
the production capacity of the existing plants, thus being able to
meet the constantly growing demand for Itema weaving machinery
and to ensure the shortest lead-time in the market.
But, we do not stop here. We continue proudly and committed on
our way towards Lean Company mentality for the sustained benefit
of Itema Customers.

Red Dot News - Summer 2017
www.itemagroup.com
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How Itema builds weaving machines

in the time of 4.0
To complement the series about our Lean Manufacturing makeover, we’d like to share with you a sneak peek at how Itema’s advanced weaving machines are designed and produced in today’s
interconnected and fast-paced “4.0” world.
To put our across-the-board efforts into perspective, it is important
to understand that we at Itema truly believe that in order to maintain and grow our weaving machinery’s market competitiveness,
we have to start, first and foremost, on improving our own way of
working.
Itema’s approach to tackling the 4.0 world of possibilities and
applying it to our everyday’s production is to start from the bottom-up—from each department, based on an in-depth analysis
of the working conditions of the main player in each process: the
human being.
The real requirements behind process optimization of quality, safety, efficiency are the key drivers of the investment decisions taken
by management and of the enabling technologies chosen for the
Company.
The overarching vision of a Smart Factory fully embraces our corporate lean thinking, ingrained in every activity and in our way of
working. The main focus of everything we do is on the final customer and where each single improvement action is carried out
with the objective of identifying and eliminating any and all inefficiencies or non-value added activities out from the transformation
flow of the underlying production process.

The smart tablets are loaded with detailed information related exclusively to the exact weaving machine model and operations to
be performed on that loom model at that exact workstation on
that day. Using a barcode scanner, the operator identifies the loom
which has moved into the specified position on the assembly line,
and as a result, the exact sequence of operations and activities
to be performed for that particular loom, accompanied by visual
tutorials just in case a refresher is required (this is due to the high
variability of configurations and the highest percentage of special
versions for which Itema prouds itself of handling in order to mirror exactly the specific requirements of our Customers, rather than
supply out-of-the-box standard weaving machines that may or
may not fully meet weaving mills’ needs.
This set-up has allowed us to achieve an extremely well-qualified
and cross-functional pool of assembly line workers and resources,
able to perform the widest range of operations that span all the
weaving machines in Itema’s product portfolio and the tailor-made
solutions designed for Itema Customers. The end results have
been remarkable not only in terms of quality and improved flexibility, but also, and, most significantly, when it comes to employee
motivation and their overall job satisfaction.
Smart Factory also stands for workplace safety and safeguarding
the health and well-being of our workers, and we are pleased to
say that our characteristic innovative approach and problem-solving thinking has extended also to this vital aspect of our daily operations.

There is much talk nowadays about what a 4.0 approach may
mean in theory, but let’s delve a bit deeper into our particular corporate practices that are implemented with the a view to enable
and expedite the transition to a Smart Factory.
The implementation of a mixed-model assembly line across all our
production and assembly facilities worldwide required in itself the
development of an adequate and robust IT system in order to manage the high variability of activities and operations required at the
various workstations along each assembly line.
The workstations which encountered the highest variability in the
types of activities performed by assembly line operators were
equipped with latest-generation of smart tablets to enable the
workers to access in real-time the exact documentation related
to the assembly operations due to be performed at that station at
that particular time.
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In terms of energy saving, in 2016 Itema made a first important
step towards Building Automation, introducing on all the technology platforms the so-called KNX Bus (world-class standard
compliant with all the main European and international standards
that allows the automated and decentralized management of the
buildings’ technological systems) and installing a Movicon™ BA
Scada / HMI control and management interface. The system currently controls and manages the heating system, monitoring and
recording all the related technical alarms and providing for their notification: the alarm signals are notified via email and/or SMS to the
personnel available ensuring timely assessment and intervention.
The system architecture is managed by a centralized virtual server
where Movicon™ BA resides, supervisor that allows to concentrate and integrate all the subsystems of the plant, even from different networks and devices. The data recorded on the database will
then be made available automatically through the graphic objects
prepared for this purpose, such as tabular display windows, grids,
trends, reports, in order to improve energy efficiency and cut operating costs, thus significantly reducing CO2 emissions and energy
consumption.
To further bolster our actions in terms of ensuring maximum workplace safety, which is of extreme importance to all of us at Itema, our Company invested in a latest-generation, proactive Fleet
Management system specifically dedicated to the forklifts utilized

in the day-to-day operations. Using on-board telematic systems
and transmitting data via GPRS/3G, the system allows the precise measurement of every activity of each forklift and its operator,
including work hours, battery levels and management, as well as
accidents, if any. Through an identical process, the data can be
transmitted to the forklift, for example by loading the operators’
authorizations, updating the software and resetting the forklifts, in
case of any accident. All information is available through an online
portal and not only. Some of the most important and relevant information can also be accessed using a dedicated Mobile App.
The ability to control information flow to/from forklift fleet inevitably
leads to a significant reduction in potential accidents, as well as
leads to improved work safety. The system also allows the remote
access and, if necessary, blockage of partial or full functionality of
any forklifts, that may be deemed unfit due to safety problems until
they are fully restored and validated to enter back into operation.
The above are just a few specific examples of solutions studied
and implemented by Itema in the context of our steady transition
to Smart Factory, which also touch on other area of our production
activities such as AGV assembly lines, “Just in Sequence” supply
system, “Equipment Automation” and others yet. We will keep you
up-to-date on our Smart Factory and 4.0 activities in future Red
Dot News editions.

Red Dot News - Winter 2018

www.itemagroup.com
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Itema announces its

diversification strategy
I am delighted to inform you that Itema Group has acquired 61%
of shares in Lamiflex, leading supplier of technical composite
products, and a minority stake in NoeCha, provider of high-tech,
wide-format printing solutions. The acquisitions are part of a wider
strategy of Itema and our Shareholders, namely the Radici family
with 60% of shares and the Arizzi e Torri families with the remaining
40%, to ultimately accelerate the continued expansion and secure
the long-term profitability of Itema by diversifying into complementary, high-growth markets through stakes in innovation-driven
companies which offer significant economies of scale to fuel the
joint development of each others’ core businesses.
Following a remarkable five-year period in which Itema Group has
doubled the sales of our weaving machines with consecutive,
double-digit growth per annum, our Company is now ready to
strengthen the technology leadership position, to quicken the pace
of expansion and to accelerate our global reach through targeted
acquisitions.
We chose Lamiflex and NoeCha due to their forward-thinking missions and innovative approaches, which perfectly match our dedication to supply top-performing, advanced machinery. Combining
our strengths, we will no doubt reach new heights of success in the
development and manufacturing of innovative, highly technological
products. Itema will guarantee to Lamiflex and NoeCha Customers
worldwide a structured organization, based on lean manufacturing concepts in its world-class production sites and on a global
network of agents and distributors. We are confident that this first
round of acquisitions will act as an important launch-pad for our
diversification strategy and will bring positive results in the nearest
future, creating significant synergies and adding value for our Customers and Shareholders.

Headquartered in Ponte Nossa, Bergamo province, Lamiflex specializes in composites materials, such as carbon fiber, glass fiber
and Kevlar and offers a portfolio of innovative solutions and patented new products with exceptional versatility and adaptability for
industrial applications, catering to industries as wide-ranging as
weaving machinery, medical and aerospace, among others.
NoeCha, also Bergamo-based, is a quickly-scaling-up young company which offers high-tech printing solutions, such as the revolutionary wide-format industrial UV-LED flatbed digital press, the NoeCha ONE, for photo-realistic, high impact graphics. NoeCha ensures
excellent printability on different type and size of material up to 3.2
× 2 meters at production speeds with a native 600 dpi × 600 dpi
image resolution.
Itema Group’s move is set to create and stimulate significant synergies along the respective supply chains in which Itema, Lamiflex
and NoeCha, as well as RadiciGroup companies operate and to
grow not only in the textile machinery sector, but also to expand
into new, highly innovative sectors, such as composites, and thus,
together, be much more competitive than otherwise possible individually. These acquisitions will lead to optimizing processes and
improving product performances, as well as providing advantages
derived from a shorter, more sustainable supply chain, lessening
the environmental impact of the joint operations, in line with the
principles of a circular, greener economy.
Carlo Rogora, Itema Group CEO

Red Dot News - Summer 2017
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R95002denim: The Second Generation
of the Itema Rapier Denim Weaving Machine

NOW IS THE TIME. THE WORLD’S GREATEST DENIM MILLS ARE GOING TO SAVE MONEY, PRODUCE QUALITY FABRICS,
ACHIEVE THE HIGHEST WEAVING EFFICIENCY LIKE NEVER BEFORE. A NEW GENERATION OF ITEMA DENIM RAPIER MACHINE
WILL PUSH THE BOUNDARIES OF WEAVING DUE TO NEVER-SEEN IN THE INDUSTRY INNOVATIONS.
THE NEW ERA OF DENIM WEAVING STARTS NOW WITH THE ITEMA R95002denim.
The Itema R95002denim features breakthrough devices and enhanced skills that put Itema - once again - one step ahead in the field
of denim, guaranteeing an unrivalled competitive advantage in the market to denim mills running the new Itema machine thanks to
tangible benefits ensured by brand-new innovations:
UNPARALLELED COST SAVINGS:

OUTSTANDING USER-EXPERIENCE

01. iSAVER™ by ItemaLab
Breakthrough mechatronic innovation to eliminate
the waste selvedge on the left side of the fabric.
No Warp and Weft Waste Leading to Unparalleled Cost
Savings

06. Optimized Ergonomy
The R95002denim features a lowered front
frame to facilitate machine accessibility for the
weaver when carrying out daily textile operations.
Improved Machine Accessibility

02. Energy Saving
The optimization of the machine main mechanical
components and lubrication system allows a
considerable energy consumption reduction.
Substantial Cost Savings

07. Itema Textile Help
The NCP – New Common Electronic Platform features
a new important tool for the weaver: the Itema Textile
Help customized for denim fabrics. An advanced
and at the same time intuitive troubleshooting software
that supports the weaver with concrete solutions to
easily and quickly overcome the most common textile
difficulties that may occur during the weaving cycle.
Real-Time Support to Weavers

03. New Tape-Hook System
Redesigned and optimized, the tape-hook system provides
the remarkable benefit of significantly extending components’
lifetime. The new Itema tapes developed by Lamiflex, an Itema
Group company specializing in composite materials, feature
an innovative configuration with a triple layer of carbon fiber.
Maximum Components Reliability
SUPERIOR FABRIC QUALITY:
04. SK UltraLight Rapiers
Specially designed to meet specific indigo fabric needs.
The rapiers’ revolutionary design ensures their reduced
dimensions and maximum lightness. Streamlined and
lightweight, the SK UltraLight Rapiers provide a high-precision
grip and guarantee superior textile performances.
Superior Textile Performances
05. Enhanced Itema Shed Geometry
The worldwide recognized as best-in-class Itema
Shed Geometry takes here a further step towards
perfect fabric quality. In fact, the smallest shed
opening in the market ensures unsurpassed
denim quality, hand-feel and appearance.
Unmatched Fabric Quality and Textile Versatility

08. New Ergonomic
Rapier Opener
Allowing the weaver to
carry out the necessary
set-up operations in
just a few, quick moves
and without the need
of additional tools.
Easy Set-Up Operations
09. ISD-Independent
Selvedge Device
The new design ensures
reduced maintenance
due to minimized
dust accumulation.
Reduced Maintenance

09
ISD
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The saving that you never expected

Since ever rapier weaving technology implicates warp and weft
waste formation at both fabric sides. But today, Itema changes
the rules of the game.
ItemaLab™, the Itema Advanced Innovation Department, developed a breakthrough device – iSAVER™ – able to completely
eliminate the left-hand weft waste, leading to unparalleled
benefits.

Revolutionary, profitable, eco-friendly, easy to operate, innovative.
iSAVER™ by ItemaLab™, only for game changers.

iSAVER™
Saving Table

iSAVER™

Traditional

HOW IT WORKS

•

•

•

Weft Yarn
iSAVER™ is based on the latest and most advanced
mechatronic principles which provide weavers with a highly
innovative, yet intuitive and simple-to-operate device:
-- set-up is possible directly from the machine console
-- the device does not hinder in any way the operating
speed of the loom
-- in case of fabric width adjustments the iSAVER™ stays
in its position since the weaver just needs to work on the
right side of the fabric by setting an asymmetric width
reduction
working up to four weft colors/yarns, the iSAVER™ features
four small clamps that hold the yarn during the weft insertion
cycle and that move according to the weft that has to be
inserted in the fabric
by inserting the weft yarns in the fabric without the need
of additional yarns, the iSAVER™ eliminates the false
selvedge on the left side of the fabric significantly reducing
raw material waste leading to never-seen-before cost
savings and setting a new benchmark in sustainable
weaving.

www.itemagroup.com

Weft waste (Kg)*

Machine
Saving per
Year**

CO Ne 6/1

1700

3400

€ 3.000

CO Ne 12/1

900

1800

€ 1.900

CO Ne 16/1

650

1300

€ 1.400

CO Ne 16/1
+ LY 78 dtex

750

1500

€ 2.300

PES 167 dtex
+ LY 78 dtex

425

850

€ 1.200

* considering R95002denim at maximum production speed
** considering standard yarn costs and limited to weft yarn consumption
(not including warp yarn consumption)
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Itema R9500:
the most positive negative rapier machine in the history of weaving.
Coupling superior performances with unparalleled versatility
Ever since the introduction of the first rapier automatic shuttleless
weaving machine by Somet exactly 50 years ago, the rapier weft
transfer has been widely associated with versatility - an undeniable advantage over other weft insertion systems when it comes to
weaving a multitude of patterns and yarns.
Weaving technology has evolved over time to achieve significant
improvements in performance and production speed, in particular
in the case of the negative rapier weft transfer system known to
guarantee excellent machine efficiency and higher productivity.
The Itema R9500 - the most successful rapier machine in recent history - represents the perfect synthesis of versatility
and productivity.
Looking back at more than 5 years since its launch in October
2012 and an impressive installed base around the globe, we can
attribute the main success factor of the R9500 loom to absolute
best-in-class textile performances in the market, as confirmed
also by repeat orders and Customer trial results.

18

Itema succeeded in building on the best technical know-how, inherited from the fusion of weaving giants Somet, Sulzer and Vamatex, with massive and continuous R&D investments, which resulted
in today’s R9500 success story. The Itema R9500 embodies the
top aspects of positive and negative rapier weft insertion systems
offering the best balance between efficiency and versatility for the
exclusive benefit of Itema Customers.
The Itema R9500 guarantees all the inherent advantages of the
negative rapier technology, namely higher production speed
and less maintenance due to the reduced number of mechanical
parts. In addition, the R9500 ensures excellent efficiency and
the best textile versatility in the market, hence our definition
of the Itema R9500 as “the most Positive, Negative rapier machine in the market.”
The Itema rapiers have been customized to meet the demanding requirements of weavers, for example by widening the rapiers,
which feature more open angles to allow even the most coarse
weft yarns to be inserted.

www.itemagroup.com
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The Itema R9500 can actually be equipped with two different rapier
weft insertion systems:
•

•

the SK Weft Transfer, engineered for speed, provides high
performances and superior fabric quality. With guided
rapiers and hooks, it’s the ideal solution in case of fabrics
such as denim and cotton apparel
the FPA—Free Positive Approach—Weft Transfer
combines the versatility of a positive rapier system with
higher performances and efficiency, enabling to weave with
endless creative possibilities even the most sophisticated
fabrics, which require delicate and special yarns such as
chenille, lurex and bouclé. Featuring a race board with no
guiding elements in the shed, the FPA Weft Transfer ensures
a gentle and effective treatment of even the most delicate
warp yarns. The FPA is the most suitable rapier system to
weave highly complex styles for furnishing, upholstery, silk
and technical fabrics, providing the versatility of a positive
system without sacrificing the performances ensured by
the negative rapier insertion.

Last but not least, the ISD - Independent Selvedge Device provides an independent setting of the auxiliary selvedges crossing
and basic shedding patterns, thus leading to superior fabric quality
due to the fabric behavior which remains tense.
With Itema, the weaver can benefit from the advantages of both
negative and positive rapier system: be positive, weave negative,
choose Itema.

The positive approach of R9500, which makes the Itema rapier
loom the undisputed market leader in furnishing and technical applications, is furthermore assured by specific devices, namely the
Motorized Weft Cutter, the Weft Yarn Selector and the ISD—Independent Selvedge Device.
The Motorized Weft Cutter, developed by Itema and introduced
on the market in 2001, is driven by an independent motor allowing
for different cutting times for each weft/color. Thanks to the Motorized Weft Cutter, the weaver avoids the time-consuming exercise
of meticulously finding the best possible compromise to set one
single cutting time for different types of weft yarns. The end results
guaranteed by the Itema Motorized Weft Cutter are much-improved
efficiency and no weft stops due to incorrect settings. Further benefits include weft waste optimization and a perfect weft insertion.
Considering that the weft insertion is a fully-integrated process,
which involves, besides the rapiers, also other strategic tools, it is
worthwhile to mention the Itema Weft Yarn Selector - the most
compact in its category, which provides an easy handling of weft
and warp yarns thanks to an optimized work area for the operator.

Red Dot News - Summer 2017
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AIRJET

Itema Airjet A9500:
Much more than just an extraordinary weaving machine
When thinking of airjet weft insertion technology the first thing that
comes to mind is the highest possible production speed achievable. However, airjet experts reading this sentence will immediately point out that main critical factors when choosing to weave
with airjet technology are energy consumption—which is inevitably
higher compared to other weft insertion technologies due to the air
compressor installation—and the limited textile versatility.
Itema is traditionally renowned to put the best of expertise and
textile know-how in its weaving machines, leveraging the strong
and unparalleled heritage of historic brands that today make up the
Italian Company: Somet, Sulzer Textil (Sultex) and Vamatex.
In this regard, it’s worth to remember that not only Itema holds the
record of the first rapier weaving machine introduced in the market
(by Somet in the 1967), but even on the airjet side the Company
has the honor of the modern airjet loom development as we know
it, designed and implemented in 1971 by Sulzer in cooperation
with leading producers of this weaving technology.
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From this strong heritage results the unmatched attention paid by
Itema to the textile performance of its weaving machines. At the
end of the day, the main task of a weaving machine is to produce
fabric, which has to be perfect to meet the demanding requirements of weavers’ final customers. Itema knows it very well and extensively works to provide to its Customers weaving machines able to
weave superior quality fabrics, born to successfully overcome even
the most stringent quality tests.
It is the case with the Itema airjet machines which combine the
well-known and common airjet features with the less common and
yet unparalleled capability to weave high quality and sophisticated
fabrics.
Unique and innovative features make possible for the weaver to
expand the yarns range, increasing the versatility of the machine.
Talking about uniqueness, the Itema Shed Geometry widely recognized in the industry as the best-in-class, provides an optimized
beating stroke which is ideal to weave the widest range of fabrics
and leads to a perfect fabric quality.
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On the innovation side, the Itema patented BLC—Brush Lycra
Clamp provides utmost performances when weaving elastic weft
yarns. Thanks to the BLC nozzle, the weft is held without movable
parts to ensure superior fabric quality and reliability. The device is
simple and yet ingenious: the BLC is fixed into the main nozzle
performing the valuable task of keeping the elastic weft yarn avoiding defects due to the continuous air flow. Eliminating the need of
manual settings and adjustments required by clamps and valves,
the BLC provides as well unparalleled user-friendliness. As elastic
yarns are increasingly utilized when weaving stretch denim and apparel fabrics, the BLC can nowadays really make the difference.
Taking into account the delicate, yet fundamental topic of energy consumption, the Itema airjet weaving machines are by far the
most innovative in the playground.
Main protagonist of the energy consumption reduction is the patented iREED®, a real benchmark for the industry, that significantly
reduces the air consumption whilst guaranteeing a more efficient
weft insertion. The new reed tunnel shape and new position of the
relay nozzle optimize the air flow in the reed channel for a higher-efficiency filling insertion. The saving is also due to the reduced air
pressure and to the single hole relay nozzle, which, at the same
time, greatly reduces the need for maintenance of the machine.
Cost saving and superior fabric quality are the keywords of a
brand-new innovation available on the Itema airjet machines: the
double tandem nozzles. The double tandem nozzles guarantee a
perfect distribution of the pushing force on the weft using lower air
pressure, thus leading to multiple benefits: reduced stress on the
yarn allowing top fabric quality and the possibility to weave with
lower pressure ensuring energy saving.
The Itema A9500 series, since market launch in 2011, represent
the most innovative airjet weaving machines available today
ensuring weavers the valuable opportunity to weave not only faster, but also with better fabric quality and in a smarter way
with the best cost savings.

Red Dot News - Autumn 2017
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Itema Airjet A9500 & A9500p:
Designed to weave superior fabric qualty
with substantial cost saving

Benefits of airjet weaving technology, namely mass productivity
and reduced employment costs, are evident and commonly recognized. But, as it does in every field, quality matters. And here
lies the reason why Itema defines its weaving machines as tools
for its Customers, where “the only thing more amazing than our
technology is what weavers do with it” to communicate that, if performances are important, what matters the most and finally gives
a competitive advantage to fabric manufacturers is precisely the
fabric quality, a concept that refers to no defects, hand-feel and appearance of the fabric itself. Itema has an unmatched superiority in
the market in providing the best textile versatility and superior fabric
quality, due to its traditional approach of developing advanced and
unique weft transfer systems with a life-long dedication and shared
passion for textiles.
In this perspective find their place the Itema airjet weaving machines A9500 and A9500p which couple the highest machine performances with superior fabric quality.

The Itema airjet A9500 and A9500p can be equipped with Full
Width Reed Tuckers, which guarantee to the weavers the possibility to reduce reed stock and increase the machine’s flexibility,
configuration that fits and meets especially the requirements of bed
sheeting weavers.
Last but not least, to enhance the cost savings for our Customers,
the Itema airjet A9500 and rapier R9500 series are fully compatible,
meaning that a significant part of electrical and mechanical components are interchangeable leading to reduced spare parts inventory
and lower operational costs. In this Red Dot News edition you can
read about two of our Weaving Excellence Brand Ambassadors—
Sürü Tekstil and Osman Canlı Tekstil—both amazing weavers
who testify with their own examples to the Itema A9500 proven
and impressive performance, as well as to the additional collateral
benefits achievable when mills use a combination of Itema airjet
and rapier technology.

Especially in specific market segments, it is the case of bed sheeting and home textile fabrics, the possibility to match fabric quality
with reduced production costs is praiseworthy for the weaver. The
Itema airjet weaving machines can be customized and equipped
with dedicated devices to meet this goal and herein we will quickly
discover some of these technical highlights.
The Itema airjet machines lean and compact structure is made
with reduced parts compared to other airjet models leading to superior sturdiness and machine reliability whilst providing a significant space saving on plant layout.
On the air consumption point of view—crucial point when weaving
with airjet technology—Itema developed and patented innovative
devices that today represent a benchmark for the industry of the
wide width airjet machines:
•

the Double Tandem Nozzles which ensure significant cost
savings due to the lower pressure required in the air flow

•

the Low Blow Single Hole Relay Nozzles, a new generation
of nozzles providing significant air consumption reduction

Excellent fabric quality is ensured by the best-in-class Itema Shed
Geometry whilst the ISD—Independent Selvedge Device guarantees easy settings and reduced maintenance.

Red Dot News - Winter 2018
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Thanks to our Brand Ambassador
the late Mr Silvio Albini,
Board Member of Albini Group
and President of Cotonificio Albini

Watch the Video

FOR BIG LAYOUTS (BANNERS, COVERS...)

When it comes to luxury shirting, Albini is certainly at the very
pinnacle of prestige, producing some of most sophisticated
and premium-quality shirting fabrics in the world with a fully
integrated, innovation-minded and quality-focused approach.
It is no wonder that Albini, a veritable purveyor of innovation and
excellence, has entrusted the weaving of its fabrics’ intricate
designs with the finest or most special yarns and with the most
complex structures, exclusively to Itema technology.

FOR SMALL LAYOUTS (HANGTAGS, FLYERS...)

Albini Group, with seven plants, including four weaving mills, and
more than 1,300 employees, is the largest European manufacturer
of high-quality exclusive shirting fabrics and all its weaving machines are, in the words of Mr Silvio Albini, “100% Itema.”
Itema is proud to have a long-standing partnership with Albini, which is one of our oldest and most loyal Customers. Itema and Albini
have worked closely to develop and perfect the rapier R9500, which ensures Albini the utmost versatility and flexibility needed to
weave its exclusive, top-of-the-line shirting fabrics.
From carefully selecting and, in some cases, directly cultivating raw
materials, such as Giza 45 (also known as the “Queen” of all Egyptian
cottons), to continuously researching and developing superfine yarns
in the finest yarn counts and as many as 20,000 different fabrics per
year, Albini injects excellence, innovation and passion in every step
of its production process. Weaving is no exception - in fact, all four
Albini weaving mills are fully equipped with the most modern looms
offered by Itema, which can handle the finest and most special yarns,
even with the most complex structures. When only the best will do.

Meet our Brand Ambassador
Dr Gianluigi Candiani,
Owner of Candiani Denim and discover more
about an exclusive Italian success story.
Crossing the threshold of Candiani denim,
you instantly breathe the tradition which is behind this famous
PANTONE 541C WHITE
company. And if Candiani is a worldewide
renowned denim
RGB: 0-65-112
producer, this certainly did not comeCMYK:
by change.
100-58-9-42
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Watch the Video

For over seventy-five years Candiani supplies some of the world’s
most exclusive fashion Brands with its prestigious, high-quality Denim fabrics.
The family owned Company was established in 1938 in Robecchetto, a small village situated in the green plains between Milan,
Varese and Novara in North Italy. Since the beginning, Candiani
family has given the footprint of a pioneering Company, in terms
of human capital value, technological equipments and sustainable
production.
Candiani Denim is renowned worldwide as a staple of quality and
Itema is proud to play a part in the making of this premium Denim
woven on our very own best-in-class weaving machine, the oneof-a-kind: Projectile P7300HP.
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Meet our Brand Ambassador
Mr Ajay Arora - Managing Director of D’Decor and discover how Itema best-in-class
weaving technology can contribute
to a Company’s success
Sometimes business is more than a mere commercial
excahange, but a real win-win relationship.
This is the case with D’Decor, loyal customer of Itema, renowned
for its sophisticated furnishing fabrics women—since
the company’s inception—on Itema rapier weaving machines.
Listening to Mr Ajay Arora, D’Decor Managing Director, you immediately feel what’s behind D’Decor success: the determination
to offer its Customers only the best. And therein lies the profound
link between D’Decor and Itema. The cooperation between the two
Companies dates back to 1999, when D’Decor was founded in Tarapur, Maharashtra, India, starting its production of furnishing fabrics
on the Itema rapier Super Excel. Since then D’Decor has grown to
become the world’s largest producer of soft furnishing fabrics and
has repeatedly shown its confidence in Itema by installing every year
new weaving machines. In 2013, D’Decor was one of the first companies in India to install Itema’s latest rapier model R9500, testing
its superior textile performances and higher machine efficiency and

Watch the Video

confirming—through several repeat orders—the choice.
With an installed base of more than 400 Itema rapier machines in
5 state-of-the-art plants, D’Decor produces everyday over 120,000
sqm of top quality fabrics for homes all around the world. The Itema R9500 best-in-class rapier machine—in both SK Weft Transfer
with guided hooks and FPA Weft Transfer with no guiding hooks in
the shed—allows D’Decor to weave a wide range of furnishing and
curtain fabrics, with no limitation of patterns and yarns, including
coarse and delicate weft yarns such as lurex, chenille and linen, just
to name a few.

Meet our Brand Ambassador
Mr Berk Noyan
- Berteks Tekstil President
Watch the Video

Berteks Tekstil is family-run company established in 1922 that has
steadily grown to become one of the most important European
producers of sophisticated curtain fabrics.
Focusing on design and quality, Berteks has been capable to constantly introduce innovative fabrics in its product portfolio ensuring
endless creative possibilities and no technical limits to its customers. Premium pleated (plissé, ndr), zebra and black-out curtains
are woven exclusively on Itema rapier weaving machines – both in
dobby and Jacquard versions – since more than 30 years, guaran-
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teeing to Berteks unparalleled textile versatility and machine reliability. Talking with Mr. Berk Noyan, Berteks Tekstil President, what
further comes out is the ability of the company to easily adapt to
market demand to effectively overcome the endemic instability of
the textile market by introducing new products in their portfolio,
such as apparel fabrics. This agility was made possible due to the
unbeatable flexibility of the Itema R9500.
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Meet our Brand Ambassador
Mr İhsan İpeker
- İpeker Tekstil Managing Director
and Board Member
A future-oriented Company. This is the best description that
one can give about Ipeker, the textile company based in Bursa
than since 1930 manufacturers innovative and creative high
fashion fabrics for worldwide renowned brands and that today
represents one of the few “vegan” companies in the weaving
landscape.

Watch the Video

When the company started its operations, the main yarn processed was silk, as the name “Ipek” says, but during the years Ipeker
shifted its focus increasingly towards sustainable production till to
become a real master in Cupro weaving.
Cupro, New Life, rayon, viscose, polyester, cotton, modal, linen,
polyamide, acrylic, acetate, elastane and many different mixtures of
yarns are today processed on high-end weaving machinery. Itema
R9500 rapier weaving machine plays a center role in Ipeker’s stateof-the-art plant, guaranteeing to the Turkish future-oriented company the ability to weave the widest range of yarns and patterns.

Meet our Brand Ambassador
Mr Mustafa Buluntu
- Koton Chairman of the Board
Watch the Video

Kahramanmaraş region is one of the richest Turkish textile basin
and Koton perfectly fits in this scenario. Established in 2011 by
three partners and producing the widest range of cotton fabrics,
Koton is today an advanced textile company and not only from a
manufacturing point of view. In fact, as marketing pioneers the owners decided to launch – only one year after company’s inception
– their own fashion brand “Pelle” to distribute and sell directly their
fabrics into ready-made garments.
In 2016 Koton management demonstrated their confidence in Itema by confirming a bunch of 32 airjet A9500.
After the installation trust has been rewarded by the excellent
A9500 performances both in terms of production speed and energy consumption, both values reported as better than competition
machines installed in the plant.

www.itemagroup.com
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Meet our Brand Ambassador
Mr Celal Canlı,
owner and director of Osman Canlı Tekstil
Watch the Video

The partnership between Osman Canlı Tekstil and Itema dates
back to 2002, when the leading Turkish company installed the
first lot of Sulzer rapier machines to produce high quality bed
sheeting, home textile and, later on, apparel fabrics

Since then the cooperation never stopped to transform into a
long-lasting business relationship cemented by trust and mutual
respect.
Despite the large dimensions and the high business volume, Osman Canlı is still today a family-run company, represented by a logo
which shows the father name’s initial—Osman—that encloses and
protects the three sons—Celal, Namık and Fatih.
The mill is equipped with more than 300 looms, out which 148 are
latest generation Itema rapier R9500 and airjet A9500, in different
weaving widths to answer to every market demand.

Meet our Brand Ambassador
Mr Zafer Katrancı
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Watch the Video

One of the 500 biggest enterprises in Turkey, Ozanteks is
producing since 1973 premium home textile fabrics.
Among its wide production, a special mention goes to the soft, high
quality, luxurious terry fabrics, always woven with the most advanced machinery in the market. The strong partnership between this
sophisticated weaver and Itema dates back to the famous rapier
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terry machines of the Italian Company, and has been renewed in
recent years with the installation of the Itema latest model, the rapier
R9500terry. Counting a Ozanteks among its Customers, gives Itema
a reason of pride, especially if our rapier technology allows the company to compete at the highest levels in the worldwide terry fabric
market as evidenced by Mr. Zafer Katranci, Ozanteks owner.
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Meet our Brand Ambassador
Mr Hüseyin KoçRB
Karesi Weaving Manager
Watch the Video

RB Karesi approaches every step of its integrated textile
manufacturing company in a meticulous and effective way.
When entering their premises in Bursa it is immediately clear that
their worldwide success is based on the flawless organization that
lays behind every process. Efficiency rates are the highest in the
industry and from the weaving side they can only be achieved by
deploying on reliable, advanced and flexible weaving technology.
Totalling 248 Itema weaving machines – 124 airjet A9500 and 124
rapier R9500 – the impressive RB Karesi weaving plant represents
a benchmark in terms of production skills and operational speed
where every Itema weaving machine give its best ensuring excellent textile versatility and machine performances.

Meet our Brand Ambassador
Mr Mehmet Ali Sürü,
owner and director of Sürü Tekstil
Watch the Video

The art of transforming raw materials into exceptional fabrics
doesn’t apply to everybody. Especially when the whole process
is driven by a single, fundamental criterion: efficiency.
And it is exactly what happens at Sürü Tekstil, since 2001 one of
the most relevant players of the Denizli textile industry district.
The weaving mill is a masterpiece of organization and effective-
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ness: more than 300,000 m of fabric woven every month and
subject to a strict quality control, the ability to quickly switch among
a wide range of bed sheeting and apparel fabrics and more than
200 latest generation Itema machines—half airjet A9500 and half
rapier R9500—running at the highest efficiency rates. This is the
perfect success recipe and the reason why Itema is proud to list
Sürü Tekstil as one of its reference Customers in the world.
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Meet our Brand Ambassador
Mr Seyfi Başer
Yedeks Tekstil Owner
Watch the Video

When reputation in the market comes before profits – as it is in
the words of Yedeks Tekstil owner Mr. Seyfi Başer, you expect a
company organized exactly as Yedeks is.
Highly professional and qualified employees take care of every step
of the production process ensuring the highest quality to their customers. Yedeks designs and manufacturers premium terry towels
since 1986 and the cooperation with Itema started since the inception of the company. As one of the early adopters of the new Itema
R9500terry Yedeks highlights how the new technology ensures an
enhanced fabric quality and a boost in manufacturing efficiency by
guaranteeing higher machine speed, unparalleled textile versatility
and optimized user-friendliness. Weavers like Yedeks Tekstil are valuable witnesses of the technological superiority of the Itema rapier
terry machine R9500terry.
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Itema @ ITM 2018
Weaving Machines Line-Up

Rapier
380 cm

Rapier
220 cm

Style

NEW

Denim

Style

Terry Towels

Weft Transfer System Rapiers SK UltraLight

Weft Transfer System SK Rapiers

Warp

Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm

Warp

Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm

Weft

Material · Yarn Count ❙ Picks/cm

Weft

Material · Yarn Count ❙ Picks/cm

Reed width

201 cm

Reed width

345 cm

Shedding machine

Stäubli Dobby 3060

Shedding machine

Stäubli Dobby 3020

Highlights

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highlights

• Unique in the market featuring 380cm width
• NCP – New Common Platform
• Electronic and programmable device for
terry cloth weave ratio and pile height
• ROTOCUT Weft Cutter
• Positive pile back-rest roller
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Cotton · Ne 8/1 ❙ 22
Cotton/Lycra · Ne 10/1 + 78 dtex ❙ 18

iSAVER by ItemaLab
Considerable Energy Saving
New Tape-Hook System
New SK UltraLight Rapiers
Enhanced Itema Shed Geometry
Optimized Ergonomy
Ergonomic Rapier Opener
New ISD – Independent Selvedge Device
Itema Textile Help for denim fabrics on the
console
TM

TM

Cotton · Ground Ne 30/2 – Pile Ne 24/2 ❙ 12 +12
Cotton · Towel Ne 16/1 – Border Ne 24/2
❙ 21 Towel – 60 Border

www.itemagroup.com
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Come visit us
Istanbul
14-17 April 2018
Hall 2 - 214

Airjet
220 cm

Style

Apparel

Warp

Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm

Weft

Material · Yarn Count ❙ Picks/cm

Reed width

Rapier
340 cm

Style

Curtain

Weft Transfer System SK Rapiers
Warp

Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm

Weft

Material ❙ Picks/cm

203 cm

Reed width

320 cm

Shedding machine

Stäubli Dobby 3260

Shedding machine

Stäubli Dobby 3020

Highlights

• NCP – New Common Platform
• BLC - Brush Lycra Clamp nozzle
• ELD - Electronic Leno Device

Highlights

• SK Weft Transfer
• Motorized Weft Cutter
• NCP – New Common Platform

Cotton · Ne 40/1 ❙ 34
Cotton/Lycra · Ne 40/1 +44 dtex ❙ 24

Courtesy of R.E. Öz-Eli Tekstil

www.itemagroup.com

Polyester · 70 den ❙ 30
Polyester and Fancy Yarns ❙ Variable pick
density

Courtesy of Berteks Tekstil
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Itema 2017

Events Review
Innovation Roadshow

DTG
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Innovation Roadshow

Saigontex

Bursa, Turkey

Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

Innovation Roadshow

KTM

Pingdi, China

Kahramanmaraş, Turkey

Tarapur, India

Innovation Roadshow
Vijayawada, India

Innovation Roadshow
EgyTex
Cairo, Egypt

ACITF
Addis Abeba, Ethiopia

Innovation Roadshow

Indo Intertex

Denizli, Turkey

Jakarta, Indonesia

Solo, Indonesia

Fiera EGE TMF
Denizli, Turkey

Colombiatex

Igatex

Techtextil

Medellin, Colombia

Karachi, Pakistan

Frankfurt, Germany

January

February

March

April

May

Texposure

DTG

Indointertex

FIA

Ichalkaranji, INDIA

Dhaka, Bangladesh

Jakarta, Indonesia

Algiers, Algeria

11-14 January 2018

08-11 February 2018

04-07 April 2018

08-13 May 2018

Saigontex
Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

Techtexil
North America

11-14 April 2018

Atlanta, GA, USA
22-24 May 2018

Simatex
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Colombiatex

10-13 April 2018

Medellin, Colombia
23-25 January 2018

Egystitch & Tex

ITM

Cairo, Egypt

Istanbul, Turkey

15-18 March 2018

14-17 April 2018

Inlegmash

Igatex

Moscow, Russia

Lahore, Pakistan

20-22 March 2018

GTEX
Karachi, Pakistan
26-28 January 2018

26-29 April 2018

June

Itema Campus P
 akistan
Inauguration

Somet 50 Year
Anniversary

Innovation Roadshow
R9500 & R9500terry

Lahore, Pakistan

Colzate, Italy

Daegu, S. Korea

Innovation Roadshow
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Innovation Roadshow
AITEX Institute – Alcoy, Spain

Innovation Roadshow
Cairo, Egypt

Somet 50° Year
Anniversary and
Open Day

Texworld ASFW

Expotextil

Addis Abeba, Ethiopia

Lima, Perù

Irantex

Itema Switzerland
Open House

Tehran, Iran

Shanghai, China

Techtextil India
Mumbai, India

Zuchwil, Switzerland

Itema Japan
Open House

Innovation Roadshow
Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

Osaka, Japan

Innovation Roadshow
University Day

ITMACH

Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

Ahmedabad, India

Innovation
Roadshow
Esfahan, Iran

CAITME
Tashkent, Uzbekistan

August

July

September

October

November

Febratex

Techtextil China

Exintex

Expotextil

Blumenau, Brazil

Shanghai, China

Puebla, Mexico

Lima, Perù

21-24 August 2018

04-06 September 2018

02-05 October 2018

08-11 November 2018

Caitme

IFAI

Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Dallas, TX, USA

11-13 September 2018

16-18 October 2018

KTM

ITMA ASIA

Kahramanmaraş, Turkey

Shanghai, China

27-29 September 2018

15-19 October 2018

Itema 2018

December

Exhibitions Calendar

3 TECHNOLOGIES

1 BRAND

Itema is a leading global provider of advanced weaving
solutions, including best-in-class weaving machines, spare
parts and integrated services.
For more information about Itema, to contact our Sales
Team in your country, to learn more about our weaving
machines or to order spare parts, please visit our website
www.itemagroup.com

Italy · Switzerland · China · Hong Kong · India · Japan · USA · Dubai
www.itemagroup.com
contact@itemagroup.com

